
For small single-site applications such as indoor environments in an office, small retail shop or convenience store. Hikvision 
network cameras with audio/flashing light can trigger audio warnings and emit flashing light when the alarm is triggered. It also 
allows the user to communicate with people in the monitoring area.

Benefits: 
 Automatic and rapid alarm triggered via camera,       
 two-way audio 

 Audio warning upon detected intrusion to deter   
 further intrusion 

 Audio message is customizable 

 Two-way audio provides a proactive deterrent to   
 prevent unauthorized behavior

HIKVISION VIDEO & AUDIO
CONVERGENCE SOLUTION
Real-time warnings and proactive crime deterrence

Small One-Site Scenario, Economical Solution  
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For small applications such as indoor environments in an office, small retail shop, or convenience store. Hikvision network cameras 
with audio/flashing light can trigger audio warnings and emit flashing light when the alarm is triggered. It also allows the user to 
communicate with people in the monitoring area. The camera, NVR and IP speaker are connected via switch and controlled and 
managed via NVR.

Benefits: 
Automatic and rapid audio warning when alarm is 
triggered with loud broadcast volume  

Audio message is customizable 

Multiple linkage between speaker and camera: any 
alarm triggered from NVR-connected cameras can 
trigger any NVR connected IP speaker to play a 
customized message 

Small One-Site Scenario, Pro Solution 



For large applications such as schools, campuses, gas stations, law offices and large commercial buildings that require powerful, 
long-range audio.

Benefits: 

Rapid audio warning when alarm is triggered

Audio can be linked to IP speaker through HikCentral 
Professional  

Audio broadcast can be customized and 
scheduled to play a routine warning in a specific 
situation

One-way audio for multiple end devices (speech, 
music playing, etc.)

Large Single-Site Solution

Two-way audio with speaker through HikCentral to  help 
operator communicate in emergencies

Easy to use: Speaker icon can be added on the map in 
HikCentral and users can talk to any speaker easily without 
having to search. 

Users can broadcast any audio file through the speaker 
from a laptop or NVR, or speak through the microphone
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For large multi-site applications that can be connected via IP with devices centrally managed through HikCentral

Benefits: 

Rapid audio warning when alarm is triggered 

Audio can be linked to IP speaker through HikCentral 
Professional

Audio broadcast can be customized and scheduled to 
play a routine warning in a specific situation  

One-way audio for multiple end devices (speech, music 
playing, etc.)

Two-way audio with speaker through HikCentral to help 
operator communicate in emergencies 

Easy to use: Speaker icon can be added on the map 
in HikCentral and users can talk to any speaker easily 
without having to search 

Users can broadcast any audio file through the 
speaker from a laptop or NVR, or speak through the 
microphone

Multiple alarms can be triggered to warn the intruder 
and a security guard in another area

Large Multi-Site Solution
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availability are subject to change without notice.
Disclaimer: Hikvision USA Inc. products depicted herein are not FDA approved medical devices and are not intended for use in the diagnosis of disease or other conditions, or in the cure, mitigation, treatment, or
prevention of disease. When configured correctly, the Hikvision products discussed herein can identify elevated human skin-surface temperature relative to a sample population.


